Michif Memory Game

Game Instructions
This game requires observation, concentration and a good memory to win. The players can color the images and learn basic Michif words and Métis symbols while playing. This game can either be played alone, two players or more.

Setting up: Shuffle the cards. Lay out the cards face down (images will be hidden) in rows forming a large rectangle. Make sure the cards are not touching each other. They need to be able to be flipped over.

Playing the game: The first player chooses two cards and turns them over without touching surrounding cards. If the two cards are a matching pair then the player keeps them and starts a stack. The player is awarded another turn for making a match and goes again. If the cards are not a match they are turned back over and it is now the next player’s turn. The game continues in this fashion until all cards are played. The player with most cards wins the game.